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Owner's name: Jing Yue 
Employee: Liuting Yang 

Recommendation for an employee 

Our Chinese Fast Food Restaurant is very popular among people. Every day 

we serve hundreds of customers. They prefer our restaurant because we 

offer a varied cuisine as well as excellent service. We have a lot of regular 

customers which we know in a face. Our restaurant is visited by foreigners, 

and we do our best to make them feel comfortable here. 

Liuting Yang has been working in out restaurant for 2 years. We appreciate 

her for her hard work. Here are the results we pointed out during Yang’s 

work. She: 

- Never mixes her personal life and work. At work, she thinks only about 

work. Is always self-collected, responsible. 

- Understand that being late to work is not acceptable. If she has any 

problems with the health or other valid reasons not coming to work, she 

notifies your employer beforehand. 

- Always looks tidily. Remembers that people judge about our restaurant 

looking at you. 

- Is polite to customers. Meets and goodbyes them with a smile. Uses such 

words as “ thank you, you are welcome” during your conversation. 

- Doesn’t let customers wait her. The time between customers entering the 

restaurant and she approach them should be no more than 10 minutes. 

- Carefully remembers the customer’s order, especially if it has any 

peculiarities. 

- Knows our regular customers in face and remembers what they usually 
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order. 

- Isn’t too pushy while ordering. At the same time helps with the advice. 

- Doesn’t let a mess on the table. Removes dirty dishes from the table as 

soon as they appear. 

- Is always ready to talk with a customer if he wants to. Is open and avoids 

being incontestable. 

- Is polite and patient to foreigners. Even if they speak neither Chinese, nor 

English tries to use a pantomime in order to guess what they mean. 

- Is ready for additional work. Every month we have a cleanup day in which 

participates all the time. 

While working as a cashier, is always very attentive with money. : Liuting 

Yang has good math skills and is able to count quickly and correctly. She 

never swindles and puts money into her pocket. 

Customers and colleges have no complaints about her work. 
They characterize Liuting Yang as: 
- Responsible and punctual; 

- Strong and ready to work hard; 

- Ambitious; 

- Willing to work in and with a collective; 

- Honest and fair; 

- Open, communicative and friendly; 

- Polite and conflict-resistant; 

- Good-looking and without bad habits; 

- Respectful towards employers. 

All these personal qualities will help her to work profitable, move up the 
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career ladder as well as feel at work as home. 

We hire workers only of the highest quality. We have a lot of requirements to

employees, but we also guaranty high salary and many additional payments.

We are interested in such workers as Liuting Yang. She is a good example of 

an employee whose work brings benefits both to her and the company she 

works for. Thanks to such employees our restaurant got a great reputation in

the city and we maintain it year after year. 
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